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Tips to Crack NEET:
The ideal preparation is spread over a longer period of time – say several months, preferably so that
the entrance to the reserve remained reasonable. It takes a lot of hard work to prepare for entrance
exams but along with hard work, knowing some tips and tricks can only benefit your preparation. A
few weeks of intensive training before the entrance exams will improve, but those who are preparing
for a long time, have a significant advantage. Preparation for entrance exams a few weeks ago is
better than nothing, but it certainly is not optimal.

1. Plan Your Studies
Planning is the first step to success Set priorities and plan accordingly. A key factor is the priority and
a training plan. Planning will help you to save a lot of time. So, create a plan which can be successfully
executed. Give more time to topics which you find difficult and keep a buffer so that you can complete
some pending tasks.

a. Use fewer books for theory
Students have a habit of referring innumerable books for each subject even though most of them
convey the same thing. Having too many books would lead to confusion during time of revision and
most of your doubts would remain unresolved.

b. Set Priorities
It is suitable to start with such sections or parts of substances that humans are going relatively well,
which are important and where it has a chance to improve. This one gets a sense of certainty and
move forward. Then it is reasonable to establish the important parts that are challenging, and given
due attention – to learn in depth and thoroughly practice.

c. Know your strength and weakness
Everyone has specific strengths and everyone has specific weaknesses. It’s pretty certain that if you
are not clear on your weaknesses then you are not clear on your strengths either. Playing to your
strengths and sailing through the weaknesses is the best exam strategy you can bet on.
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2. Plan Your Exam
a. Read the questions cautiously
Examiners try to trap students by playing around with the question and options. So read the question
carefully to understand what is required and see the options with great concentration. Watch out for
the questions which are designed to have more than one correct answer and you are supposed to
choose the option with multiple correct answers.

b. Save Time
Read all the questions carefully before starting and quickly plan how much time to allocate to each.
Planning the way you attempt various questions is quite crucial to crack the entrance exam. You do
not have to approach the question paper the way it is intended to be. The important thing is not to
waste time over questions which seem to be difficult. Finish off all the sections which you are really
good at so that you can dedicate more time for the difficult ones. Always read the questionnaire with
ease and do not rush into answering quickly as nothing ruins matters than being overly eager to finish
first.

c. Use method of elimination
Whenever in doubt, use method of elimination to your rescue. Start by eliminating 2 options which
have the least possibility of being correct. Sometimes irrespective of the question, the fact contained
in the options itself can be used to eliminate them. Selecting a final answer out of 2 is sometimes
tricky and if it’s worth the risk you can go with your gut at times.

3. Right approach and strategy:
a. Revise and make notes
Starting anything new from scratch may not be a wise idea. One must focus on revising all that has
already been covered earlier. Alongside, start preparing a concise note for each subject. Make sure it
should be simple and crisp, culled out of the notes prepared over the year with all important concepts,
formulae, terms, diagrams, et al for ready reference. This note will come real handy for a quick
revision (as the Entrance exam is scheduled immediately after Board exam).

b. Practice previous year papers
Practicing previous year question papers should be left for the last couple of months before an exam.
These are actual questions which have appeared and you should time yourself while answering them
so that you can compare your scores. Also, try to attempt the test papers in the same time slot as
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your final exam. It enables to assess ones preparation, figure out the weak areas, build exam
temperament, learn to effectively manage time during exam, improve upon speed and accuracy.

c. Learn all the shortcuts
Every student has shortcuts which they use to prepare for entrance exams. Be it for remembering
formulas or memorizing charts use shortcuts to save your time. There are some standard shortcuts
which you can tap into but creating your own wouldn’t harm either.

4. Increase speed and accuracy
Mock tests and model papers are a must and can be practiced to brush up your skills no matter how
many times you have already solved one. Every attempt can make you realise something that you
missed earlier. Finally, there is no substitute for practice. 70% of exam preparation is practice. Use
this time very effectively practice more and improve accuracy.

5. Seek guidance
The first step you must take, know exactly where are you now and what you need to get through the
exam. Getting into a good coaching class is nothing to be ashamed off and if anything a regular
coaching class will enable you to avoid roadblocks in your preparation. Get your doubt clear. It is
necessary that you clear your doubts at regular intervals and don’t prolong things for long.

6. Train your mind for the exam
Your mind should be prepared to perform well during an exam. This requires consistency over a long
period of time. If you are planning to give your exam in 9-12 slot, you should practice solving papers
at the same time so that your mind is trained to be super active during that period.

7. Stay Physically and Mentally Balanced
Anxiety will take you nowhere. Keeping yourself and your mind healthy is quite neglected during exam
preparation but it can have adverse effects in the final outcome. Exercise daily and sleep well so that
your mind and body are fresh when you are taking the exam. Avoid sleeping late and tune your mind
so that it works best in the time slot of your final exam. Stay calm, you have done your homework and
have nothing to fear! Eliminating nervousness and anxiety will also help you focus clearly during your
entrance test preparations.
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